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	Both of the first author’s (Jon’s) parents were artists. They each could draw fantastical pictures that resembled real life, and were shocked to see that their son could barely muster up a stick figure. If you’ve always felt that your inner artist was best expressed through what you could build with the help of a computer and the Internet, then this book can guide your virtual paintbrush. The finished product? A mobile web application for Android devices, which can in turn inspire creativity and productivity in millions of prospective users. It is our hope that this book will give you all that you need to get up and running and creating your masterpieces in no time.


	This book is written at a beginner’s level. For the most part, we assume nothing as we write about everything from what HTML is to how to apply CSS to querying databases and displaying content using JavaScript. For some, this may mean that they would like to skim certain introductory materials (and assuredly miss many bad jokes). However, even advanced users will likely gain something from the tricks we unroll our sleeves to reveal.
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Internet TelevisionLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003
Internet television is the quintessential digital convergence medium, putting together television, telecommunications, the Internet, computer applications, games, and more. It is part of a historic move from individualized narrowband capacity, measured by kilobits per user, to one of broadband with a capacity of megabits per user. This move will...
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Non-Binary Error Control Coding for Wireless Communication and Data StorageJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Comprehensive introduction to non-binary error-correction coding techniques


	Non-Binary Error Control Coding for Wireless Communication and Data Storage explores non-binary coding schemes that have been developed to provide an alternative to the Reed – Solomon codes, which are expected to become unsuitable for...
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Knowledge and Systems Science: Enabling Systemic Knowledge SynthesisCRC Press, 2013

	Integrating ideas from the fields of systems science and knowledge science, Knowledge and Systems Science: Enabling Systemic Knowledge Synthesis shows how to create and justify various pieces of knowledge systemically. Written by one of the foremost experts in this area, the book presents approaches for the systemic...
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Microelectronic Circuits Revised Edition (Oxford Series in Electrical and Computer Engineering)Oxford University Press, 2007

	Today's Technology. Tomorrow's Engineers. This market-leading textbook continues its standard of excellence and innovation built on the solid pedagogical foundation that instructors expect from Adel S. Sedra and Kenneth C. Smith. All material in the fifth edition of Microelectronic Circuits is thoroughly updated to reflect changes in...
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Mastering Citrix XenServerPackt Publishing, 2014

	Design and implement highly optimized virtualization solutions using Citrix® XenServer® 6.2


	About This Book

	
		Master mission-critical aspects of virtualization to develop, deploy, and administer virtual infrastructures
	
		Integrate Citrix XenServer with OpenStack and CloudStack to...
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Industry 4.0: The Industrial Internet of ThingsApress, 2016

	Explore the current state of the production, processing, and manufacturing industries and discover what it will take to achieve re-industrialization of the former industrial powerhouses that can counterbalance the benefits of cheap labor providers dominating the industrial sector. This book explores the potential for the Internet of Things...
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